
Larry Arrington - Re: Eval Form 

  

Mark - 

  

That's funny.....regarding the lights. :-) 

  

I am SO happy to hear that using the Smart Notebook software made such a big difference.  I really appreciate 

you sharing this with me because I spend so much time talking with instructors about how to improve and I 

don't always get this kind of "instant" feedback about the impact of my suggestions.  I am so glad that what I 

shared helped you to improve and most importantly, it is so awesome that you were willing to accept and 

immediately implement the feedback.  Your students are fortunate to have such a responsive and concerned 

instructor. 

  

Did you actually save the notes as PDF?  If you need a reminder on how to do so please let me know. 

  

Larry 

 

  

 

  

  

Larry G. Arrington, Jr., M.Ed. 

Assistant Dean 

Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics Division 

Delaware County Community College 

901 South Media Line Road 

Media, Pennsylvania 19063-1094 

 

610.359.5282 (Division Office) 

610.359.5048 (Fax) 

LArrington@dccc.edu 

>>> Mark Padula 9/27/2011 12:26 PM >>> 

Larry, 

 

I have to let you know that the notebook was a big hit, the students loved it and said it was a big improvements.  

The funny thing is, when I walked into the classroom I turned on the lights, then once class started and we were 

working with the overhead the students asked to turn off the lights.  The lights off made it easier for them to see 

the screen so we left the lights off. 

 

I don't know if it was the overhead, but after class ended yesterday I felt it was the best class we have had.  I had 

great participation from everyone, including a couple of students that have been quiet up until then.  I covered 

all the material I wanted to get through yesterday and the students were connecting previous material to what 

we were covering in class and asking great questions.  They even ask me to go back and review some issues they 
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had on the exam and with the homework. 

 

It was really a great class.  

 

>>> Larry Arrington 09/27/11 9:55 AM >>> 

Thanks, Mark.  It was my pleasure to talk with you after class.  I really appreciate you joining us as an adjunct 

instructor. 

  

Larry 

 

>>> Mark Padula 9/26/2011 12:10 AM >>> 

Larry, 

 

Thank you for all of the time you took with me on Friday it will definitely help me to better present the material 

to my students. 

 

Attached is the form you sent over the other day, I completed it the best I could.  If you need me to make any 

revisions please let me know and I will. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Mark 

 

>>> Larry Arrington 09/23/11 11:58 AM >>> 

see attached 
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